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Consistency

in both

performance and design should be a major
consideration when building or remodeling a home.
With the complete Viking indoor or outdoor
kitchen, every single product works together in form
and function with the same level of excellence. It’s
something Viking calls Design IntegrityTM.
Viking offers complete ultra-premium kitchens and
truly consistent design, while delivering the quality
and performance that makes Viking the true market
leader. Across all product categories, the knobs,
handles, bezels, curves, angles, and lines all follow
the same design cues – even the grain of stainless is
the same from product to product. This enables the
designer to create a perfectly harmonious kitchen in
one of three Viking product offerings – Professional
Indoor, D3 Indoor, or Professional Outdoor.
You wouldn’t install mismatched cabinets and
drawers or countertops. Yet design differences are
even more dramatic between multiple appliance
manufacturers. Traditional or contemporary. Stainless
or color finish. No matter the look you’re going for,
no one can match the Viking kitchen and Viking
Design Integrity.
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Professional Series
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®

Pro fes sional Se r ie s Pr od uc t L in e
When you mention to your friends that you’re considering a Viking kitchen, the Professional Series is the image that

more than likely pops into their envious minds. The bold, commercial look of the Professional Series started it all. Its heavy-

duty

style

and

exceptional

features

heralded the dawn of the culinary age.

And kitchens have never been the same.

Gas & Dual Fuel
60" Wide
Custom Ranges*

Dual Fuel
Electronic Control
30" Wide
Custom Range*

Gas 24" Wide
Classic Range

Gas & Dual Fuel
30" Wide
Custom Ranges*

Dual Fuel
Electronic Control
36" Wide
Custom Range*

Dual Fuel
Electronic Control
48" Wide
Custom Range*

Gas & Dual Fuel
36" Wide
Custom Ranges*

Electric
30" Wide
Custom Range*

Gas & Dual Fuel
48" Wide
Custom Ranges*

Induction
30" Wide
Custom Range*

From the first twist of the precision knobs on that original 48" wide range, gourmets around the world were hooked. With

ultra-premium features like high-performance open or sealed burners, convection baking, and infrared broiling, you can

perfectly cook anything from crème brûlée to rack of lamb.

The Professional Series encompasses the complete Viking kitchen. Gas

and electric ranges are available in an array of sizes

Gas 30", 36", & 48"
Wide Custom Rangetops*

Gas 24" Wide
Wok/Cooker*

and configurations – including the expanded features and options of our new Custom electronic
Gas 30" & 36"
Wide Cooktops

control ranges. Rangetops and a wok/cooker add more versatility to Viking performance,

allowing you to customize your kitchen to match your cooking style. Cooktops serve a similar duty,
Electric Radiant
30" & 36" Wide Cooktops

but fit snugly into your existing appliance cutouts. Perfect for an epicurean upgrade. And now

induction cooktops deliver Viking performance by relying on a high-powered magnetic field

Electric All-Induction
30" & 36" Wide Cooktops

instead of gas or traditional electric elements.
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*Shown with optional backguard accessory
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Built-in gas and electric ovens

24" Wide
DrawerMicroTM Oven

Gas 30" Wide
Single Oven

also provide high-powered cooking

Steam Oven
with 30" Wide Trim Kit

30" Wide Convection
Microwave Hood

in a number of configurations to suit

any kitchen. The sheer convenience

Conventional Microwave
& Convection Microwave
with 27", 30", & 36"
Wide Trim Kits

of warming drawers will leave you

Electric 27" & 30" Wide
Single & Double Ovens

Electric 27", 30", & 36" Wide
Warming Drawers

Electric 30" Wide
Single & Double Touch
Control Ovens

(custom panel models available)

amazed that you made it this long without one. Microwaves, both conventional and convection models, handily deliver Viking

performance with the push of a button. And when you’re perfecting your trout amandine, you definitely want to have a Viking

ventilation system at your disposal.

Of course, what kitchen is complete without
24", 30", 36", 42", 48", 54", 60", & 66"
Wide Wall Hoods

36", 42", 54", & 66" Wide
Island Hoods

30", 36", & 48" Wide
Rear Downdrafts

a towering refrigerator to stow all your fresh

ingredients? With incredible storage space and exceptional features, Viking built-in QuietCool™ refrigerator/freezers offer

the ultimate in food preservation. Side-by-side

and bottom-mount models present an array of

convenient options. And our all refrigerator and

all freezer units provide dedicated performance

with tremendous storage capacity.

42" & 48" Wide
Built-In, Side-by-Side
Refrigerator/Freezers

36" Wide Built-In,
Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator/Freezer

(custom panel and dispenser
models available)

(custom panel model
available)
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30" & 36" Wide Built-In
All Refrigerators

30" & 36" Wide Built-In
All Freezers

(custom panel models
available)

(custom panel models
available)

®

Like

their

built-in

refrigerator/freezers

counterparts,

set

the

Viking

standard

in

freestanding

cold

storage.

Each model slides gracefully into any 24" deep cabinetry

space, whether pre-existing or newly installed. Energy Star

24" Wide
Refrigerated Drawers

36" Wide Freestanding,
French-Door Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator/Freezer*

24" Wide
Undercounter
Refrigerator

(dispenser model available)

(custom panel model
available)

(custom panel model
available)

qualification and frost-free professional features are a given. For additional convenience,

refrigerated drawers convert any standard, 24" undercounter space into 5.3 cubic feet of

cool storage – matching the rest of the kitchen

with sleek, smart style. The Viking wine cellars,
30" Wide Built-in,
Full-Height Wine Cellar
(custom panel model
available)

15" & 24" Wide
Wine Cellars

15" & 24" Wide
Beverage Centers

15" Wide
Ice Machine

(custom panel models
available)

(custom panel
models available)

(custom panel
model available)

refrigerated beverage centers, and ice machine

come in very handy when facing a thirsty guest list. And when the party’s over, the dishwasher, trash compactor,

and food waste disposer make quick, quiet work of the brutish chores.

Leaving you the sole task of clearing out the stragglers.

24" Wide
Dishwashers

15" Wide
Trash Compactor

(custom panel
models available)

(custom panel
model available)

Heavy-Duty
Food Waste
Disposer

Available in 24 exclusive finishes.
stainless steel

kettle black

graphite gray

stone gray

taupe

biscuit

cotton white

white

wasabi

sage

mint julep

sea glass

iridescent blue

viking blue

cobalt blue

chocolate

lemonade

dijon

cinnamon

racing red

apple red

burgundy

plum

black

*Shown with optional top grille accessory
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D3 Series
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D3 Ser ies Pr od uc t Line
Beneath the stylish curves and contours, the D3 Series delivers heavy-duty culinary

Conventional
Microwave Hood
30" Wide

power. Its standard sizing, sleek styling, and customizable knobs and handles ensure

Convection
Microwave Hood
30" Wide

it fits into your kitchen – and fits in with your design scheme. Whether you’re outfitting

a complete kitchen or upgrading a single product, the D3 Series offers easy

Conventional
Microwave
30" Wide Trim Kit
Electric 30" Wide
Double Oven
Electric 30" Wide
Single Oven

customization of any kitchen.
Electric 30" Wide
Warming Drawer

D3 ranges take all the performance of the

fabled Viking range and harness it into an

Gas Self-Clean Range
30" Wide

Dual Fuel Range
30" Wide

Electric Range
30" Wide

any-kitchen-friendly 30" unit. Gas, dual fuel, or electric – their high-powered, high design complements any cooking

style. Similarly, the electric ovens meld gracefully into your cabinets with extra-large capacity and high-powered,

yet perfectly even convection cooking. Warming drawers fit

handily underneath. Microwaves add an extra dash of
30" and 36" Wide
Chimney Wall Hoods

30", 36", & 45" Wide
Rear Downdrafts

convenient performance. When a kitchen layout won’t

accommodate a freestanding range, D3 gas cooktops deliver design versatility and

Gas 30" & 36" Wide
Cooktops

professional burner performance to your countertop. While the equally stylish electric

cooktops feature QuickCook™ elements – which reach full power in three seconds. And a

variety of ventilation systems complement the D3 Series in form and function.
Electric 30", 36", & 45"
Wide Cooktops
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It’s not enough for a refrigerator to sit there and look pretty, although the D3 Series refrigerator/

freezer serves quite well in that capacity. Open the French doors, and you’ll find the ultimate in

cold storage with dedicated temperature and humidity controls to keep your fresh ingredients

36" Wide Freestanding
French-Door
Bottom-Mount
Refrigerator/Freezer

fresher. The standard cabinet-depth design means all this cool performance fits perfectly into your existing

cabinetry. You can even install a matching dishwasher – its virtually silent operation fits in anywhere.
24" Wide
Dishwasher

Available in 24 exclusive finishes.

stainless steel

kettle black

graphite gray

stone gray

taupe

biscuit

cotton white

white

wasabi

sage

mint julep

sea glass

iridescent blue

viking blue

cobalt blue

chocolate

lemonade

dijon

cinnamon

racing red

apple red

burgundy

plum

black
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Outdoor Products
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®

Pro fes sional Se r ie s Outd oor P rodu c ts
Presenting the free-range kitchen. Viking outdoor products liberate professional performance from the kitchen,

providing a chef everything he needs to play outside.

Viking ultra-premium gas grills, available built-in or on
Gas 30", 42", & 54" Wide
500 Series Grills

optional carts, provide enough cooking power to sear
Gas 30", 42", & 54" Wide
500 Series Grills
(shown with optional cart)

porterhouses for all the neighbors. Available in 500, 300, and

Gas 30" & 36" Wide
300 Series Grills

100 Series models, the all new Viking gas grills feature a superior

ceramic heat distribution system to make sure every single filet cooks perfectly. The 500 Series and 300

Series include a rotisserie system with a 15,000 BTU Gourmet-Glo™ broiler. The 500 Series ups the ante

Gas 30" & 36" Wide
100 Series Grills

even further with LED control panel illumination, Power Porcelain™ cast-iron grates, and the most powerful burners on the market.

The high-performance side burner can sauté wild mushrooms or simmer baked beans with ease. And the wok/cooker tackles

anything from stir-fry to crab boils, while the Gravity Feed™ charcoal

smokers deliver extra-large capacity for extra-long cooking.
Gas 15" Wide
Double Side Burner

Gas 24" Wide
Wok/Cooker

30" & 36" Wide
Portable Gravity Feed
Charcoal Smokers
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26" Wide
Wok/Multi-Use
Base

42" Wide Grill &
Warming Drawer Base

16" Wide
Side Burner
Base

18" Wide
Cabinet with
Door

18" Wide
Cabinet with
Trash Pullout

Heavy-duty outdoor stainless steel cabinets accommodate everything from your grill to utensils while providing

essential counter space. Large-capacity warming drawers keep it all
Electric 30" Wide
Warming Drawer

fresh until the fireflies come out.

Electric 36" Wide
Warming Drawer

A particularly juicy steak can cause ventilation issues, even outdoors. So our heavy-duty

36", 48", & 60" Wide Wall Hoods

outdoor hoods are designed to handle whatever your grill dishes out.

Undercounter refrigerators keep cold drinks handy. Or fill the blender with clean, sparkling ice from the ice machine.

Forget going out on the town. Go out on the yard.

24" Wide
Undercounter Refrigerator

stainless steel
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24" Wide
Refrigerated
Drawers

15" Wide
Ice Machine

Professional Series
Culinary Products
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Pro fes sional Ser ie s Culina ry P rodu c ts
Viking not only provides everything you need to cook on, but also everything you need to cook

Exclusive
Multi-Layer
Construction

with. Viking cookware and cutlery are all made to exceed the standards of the world’s finest

professional chefs. So they should be able to handle any recipe you dream up.

The entire cookware line is designed in the USA by Viking and crafted in Belgium with an exclusive 7-ply

material (5-ply on stock pots). The specially designed layers of stainless steel and aluminum alloys offer the best in both

cleanability and heat distribution on all cooking surfaces – including induction. But the

Crafted in
Belgium

searing stops short of your hand, thanks to our specially engineered ergonomic handle.

The complete cutlery collection is handmade in Solingen, Germany. The hand-ground blades contain high carbon-

chromium vanadium, providing both razor sharpness and a sturdy, stainless surface. The blade is a solid piece running

from tip to butt, perfectly balancing the knife in your hand. Viking cutlery is available with a non-slip polyurethane handle

or in solid stainless. The right tools allow you to cook anything you can
7" Santoku Knife

imagine. With Viking cookware and cutlery at your disposal, you
8" Bread Knife

might even surprise yourself.
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Feeling inspired?
With the complete Viking kitchen at your
disposal, the chef at your favorite restaurant
no longer has the upper hand. Just drop
by your nearest Viking showroom. Or give us
a call, and we’ll send you more information.
1-888-VIKING1 or vikingrange.com.
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